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The electronic structure of lateral superlattices in the presence of a perpendicular magnetic field has
been a subject of great interest in the past few years. The evolution of these electronic spectra has been
mostly analyzed using weak or strong potential modulation limits. In this work we develop a model,
within the tight-binding approximation, that handles potential modulations of arbitrary strength. %'e
show the evolution of Hofstadter-like spectra from weak potential modulation up to the strong modula-
tion case, where the lower bands are characteristic of weakly coupled quantum dots. The crossover from
weak to strong potential modulation is clarified.
In the past few years a great deal of attention has been
paid to the properties of two-dimensional (2D) electron
systems with a superimposed 2D superlattice potential. '
The main experimental efforts concern the magnetotrans-
port properties, which show different behavior according
to the strength of the modulation and the physical limit
considered. For weakly modulated structures there are
indications of signatures of a Hofstadter spectrum in the
quantum limit, while in strongly modulated systems-
an antidot array —features in the magnetoresistance re-
veal chaotic behavior of electron trajectories in the classi-
cal and semiclassical regime. These results were fol-
lowed by many investigations of the electronic structure
and magnetotransport properties of lateral superlattices
from the theoretical point of view. ' Weakly modulat-
ed structures have been more extensively considered,
while antidot lattices in the quantum regime have only
recently been studied within the framework of a tight-
binding model. '
In the present work we consider antidot arrays in the
presence of perpendicular magnetic fields treated in the
tight-binding approximation. As opposed to Zozulenko,
Maad, and Hauge, ' we are concerned with the electronic
structure of infinite arrays in both directions, varying the
strength of the antidots. In the absence of potential
modulation one recovers the Hofstadter butterfly' due to
the underlying tight-binding host lattice. The opposite
limit of strong and wide antidots leads to an array of
weakly coupled quantum dots for the-lower bands. Actu-
ally, the concept of modulation strength is rather vaguely
stated in the context of lateral superlattices in the pres-
ence of a perpendicular magnetic field. The absolute
value of the modulation amplitude is not enough to define
this strength, since it has to be compared to the Landau
quantization energy. In the present work we are able to
vary the modulation strength continuously, making it
possible to identify the crossover' between weak and
strong modulation limits, for a given magnetic field.
The lower bands of a two-dimensional electron-
modulated system described in the effective-mass approx-
imation are emulated by a tight-binding model for a
square lattice of s-like orbitals. The parameters con-
sidered are the atomic site orbital energy E'p and the hop-
ping element between nearest neighbors VI J =eo/4,
where I and j are site indexes, for the host lattice describ-
ing the empty cell (unmodulated system) limit. The link
between the two methods is given by a straightforward
parametrization: VI . =i' /2m 'a . Choosing the
effective mass of the bottom of the CzaAs conduction
band, m *=0.067m 0, the hopping parameter is
V& =0.142 eV (co=0 568 eV),. for a lattice parameter
a =20 A for the host lattice. A potential modulation is
introduced simply by changing the hopping parameters,
Vi' for sites describing antidots, as shown in Fig. 1(a),
while the atomic-orbital energies are kept constant for all
sites. The strength of the modulation, or the barrier
height in the antidot region, V&, is related to the hopping
elements: V&'J=(eo —Vb)/4. According to Fig. 1(a), we
consider a smooth modulation; i.e., instead of an abrupt
antidot, there are intermediate sites, representing an in-
termediate barrier height VI', related to a hopping param-
eter V&"~ =(eo—Vb )/4. With these parameters we can in-
troduce modulations up to V& =0.568 eV, ranging from
the empty lattice (Vb=0. 0 eV} to an array of isolated
quantum dots (Vb =@0). Our model compares very well
with the results by Bryant' for ihe electronic dispersion
relations for two-dimensional arrays of cylindrical anti-
dots calculated with an augmented-plane-wave (APW)
method. In Fig. 1(b} we compare the electronic disper-
sion for the empty lattice (open circles) with the one for a
modulated structure with V&=0.5 eV and V&=0.25 eV
(filled circles). With this modulation one has a lattice of
coupled quantum dots for energies below VI„as can be
seen from the dispersion of the three lower bands.
The starting point to take into account the magnetic-
field effects is the inclusion of the magnetic-field depen-
dence by means of a Peierls substitution' in the tight-
binding Hamiltonian, choosing the Landau gauge
A=(O, naB, O):
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H=g(~l j )eo(lj ~ —V&J[~1 j)e '~lj +1)+ l j)(l+I,j~+H. c. ])
where @/@o is the magnetic flux Ba in units of flux
quantum e/h. We describe our model by referring to
Fig. 1(a). The magnetic flux is defined relative to the unit
cell of the host lattice with lattice parameter a. The unit
cell for the modulated system has a lattice parameter
a'=na. In the absence of a magnetic field the electronic
dispersion relations are a function of k'=k/n. In the
presence of a magnetic field we solve an eigenvalue prob-
lern that is a generalization of the one reported by
Hasegawa et al. ' for the original Hofstadter problem.
The present Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), also has solutions only
when 4&/@O=p/q, where p and q are integers. We fur-
ther enlarge the unit cell until, for a given q, qa =ma'.
So the periodicity imposed by the magnetic field is re-
stored for this particular value of q. ' In the case illustrat-
ed in Fig. 1, q =15 for n =5 and m =3.
In what follows we will analyze the electronic spectra
of antidot lattices, varying the potential Inodulation, i.e.,
the height of the potential barrier represented by each an-
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of the lateral superlat-
tice unit cell with lattice parameter a'. Black and grey sites
represent the antidots sites which describe, respectively, higher
and lower barrier profiles relative to the host sites (open circles).
The host-lattice parameter is a. For q =15a the original lateral
superlattice is repeated three times in order to satisfy the mag-
netic translation operation for a magnetic flux N/No=p/q. (b)
Dispersion relation for a lateral superlattice in the absence of
magnetic field: empty lattice case (open circles), and for finite
antidot modulation (filled circles). Parameters are given in the
text.
tidot, up to Vb =0.5 eV. The cases studied are for an an-
tidot separation of 100 A (n =5 and a =20 A). For the
sake of comparison with experimental results, we are still
one order of magnitude lower in lattice parameter and
respective carrier densities than the state of the art of the
actual lateral superlattices. ' Nevertheless, our main re-
sults are qualitatively independent of the spatial dimen-
sions.
In Fig. 2 we show electronic spectra of lateral superlat-
tices, with different modulation strengths, as a function of
the magnetic flux. In Fig. 2(a) there is no modulation,
showing the Hofstadter butterfly of the underlying host
lattice. Here, and in the following cases, we show only
one quarter of the spectrum. There are only solutions for
~Ii/~iio p /q, where p and q are integers. One clearly sees
that for @/No=@/q there are q bands in the spectrum.
The complete spectrum is periodic with respect to 4/40
with period 1, and is symmetric with respect to the rnag-
netic flux. This shows up by exchanging p /q with
1 —p/q. All spectra are also symmetric in energy about
the host-lattice band center E'p. These considerations
summarize the properties of the Hofstadter butterfly that
will be important in what follows. The analysis of the la-
teral superlattice effects must be limited to the continuum
limit of the spectrum of the host lattice. ' This poses no
greater difhculty in the present situation. This continu-
um limit is well defined for @/@0=0.05, where at least
five dispersionless Landau levels (LL's) are identified,
which characterize the magnetic-field effect on a homo-
geneous system. Since we will be interested in the lateral
superlattices, the relevant dimension will be the unit cell
of this superlattice, which has an area 25 times the area
of the host-lattice unit cell. Keeping this in Inind,
@/@0=0.05 represents a flux up to N'/Co=1. 25 in the
lateral superlattice unit cell. Another important point is
that @/No=1 is related to a magnetic field of B =1031
T, considering the effective mass and host-lattice parame-
ter used. This seems to be an unrealistic limit, but if we
are concerned with the continuum limit of the host lat-
tice, 4/No ~ 0.05, we come back to magnetic fields
8 ~ 50 T. It should be mentioned that we are again —as
with the lateral superlattice lattice parameter —at least
one order of magnitude away from a possible comparison
with actual experimental ' results. Once more we stress
that our main results turn out to be qualitatively indepen-
dent of the absolute values of magnetic fields.
We now proceed by turning to the potential modula-
tion. In Fig. 2(b) we show the electronic spectrum as a
function of @/@o, where the five central sites of the anti-
dot region represent a barrier of Vb =100 meV, while the
periferic antidot sites emulate a barrier of Vb =50 rneV.
We clearly notice a strong dispersion in the former LLs,
but the original Hofstadter butterAy is still recognizable,
when we consider the full range of magnetic Aux in Fig.
2(b). Raising the modulation strength, Fig. 2(c), up to
Vb =0.5 eV and Vb =0.25 eV, we reach a strong poten-
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1 d 1 tion regime. Now the electronic structure
theshows bands that evolve with the magnetic field like e
t t f an isolated quantum dot, Fig. 2(d . Here one can
easily identify the formation of the first bulk LL w'ith in-
creasing magne ic et' fi ld as well as the lower edge states of
the dot. ' At high values of the magnetic Aux, w en t e
magnetic length is comparable to the host-lattice parame-
ter, this behavior starts to change, resembling the forma-
tion of a Hofstadter pattern. This situation also poses t e
continuum limit for the strong modulation case. Now
this limit is even mh' 1' 't ore comfortable than in the wea
modulation case, and for 4/4o +0.2 there are no ar-
tifacts due to the underlying host lattice.
In the weak modulation case, Fig. 2(b), the potential
modulation leads to a dispersion of the former LLs of the
t t the same time that these Landau
Fig. 2(c), the magnetic field changes the electronic spec-
ime res ectively. ' Before discussing the intermediate
breakdown regime, ' the next step is to ana yze
structure of the Landau bands in a weak modulation case,
as well as of the coupled-quantum-dot bands in the strong
modulation case.
In Fig. 3(a) we show a scaled spectrum of the lowest
L d b d for low magnetic Aux values, of a lateral
superlattice with a modulation amplitude of V& = me
and Vb =5 meV. The scaling is used just to reduce the
dispersion o e spf th ectrum in order to better visua ize the
Th ' ' f t a much weaker modulation than
are already strongly mixed for low magnetic Aux values.
1 1 that the lowest Landau band shows a
ticed thatH f dter-like spectrum. It should be noti ao sta er- i
4/N =0.04 in the figure corresponds to 4 /5p=
the lateral superlattice unit cell;
0
N N =0.5 to
'/4 =5/4 @/CI =0.06 to N'/No=3/2, and so on,
according to the scaling between the unit cells of the host
lattice and of the lateral superlattice. Keeping this in
mind we observe that the number of inner bands or a
given value of CI'/No is proportional to p of the fraction
/ . In other words the Hofstadter spectrum is a unc-
tion of the inverse of the magnetic Aux. ' This is exact-
1 h t ects for the fine structure of a Landau lev-yw a oneexp
1 k eriodic potential, as has been recent y ca cu-
lated, ' ' in opposition to a single tight-binding an
represente yd b the host-lattice case in Fig. 2(a). The cou-
p ing e ween1' b t the Landau bands is evidenced by t e gap
N =2opening e weenb t the two bands for @ /
(N/@II=0. 08 in the figure).
On the other hand, in Fig. 3(b) the inner structure of a
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quantum-dot-like band shows a Hofstadter butterfly as a
function of the magnetic Aux, characteristic of strong
modulation of the potential. In fact, referring to Fig.
l(b), the lowest band of a strongly modulated lateral su-
perlattice resembles a single tight-binding band of a
square lattice with nearest-neighbor interactions only.
The general behavior of the spectrum of a quantum-dot
array has also been obtained by Silberbauer, considering
the weak modulation. Nevertheless, the inner structure
of the bands has been overlooked. The crossover region
between weak and strong modulation is characterized by
this transition of a Hofstadter butterfly as a function of
the inverse of the magnetic Aux to a similar spectrum as a
direct function of the magnetic Aux. ' These Hofstadter
spectra refer to the inner structure of the lower bands in
our lateral superlattice system. This phenomenon can be
clarified with the help of Fig. 4, where the electronic
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FIG. 4. Electronic spectrum for a lateral superlattice as a
function of potential modulation for a magnetic flux
4/No=0. 05. Vb is the barrier height of the central antidot sites
[black sites in Fig. 1(a)].
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FIG. 3. Energy spectra as a function of magnetic flux for the
lowest electronic band in two limits. (a) Weak potential modu-
lation lateral superlattice. The energy is scaled by the number
of the magnetic Aux in a unit cell of the host lattice, for the sake
of better visualization. (b) Strongly modulated lateral superlat-
tice. For modulation intensities parameters, see text. In both
figures the horizontal axes are for magnetic flux, N/%0, through
the host lattice unit cell. Some corresponding values of magnet-
ic flux through the lateral superlattice unit cell, N'/No=p'/q',
are indicated in the figures.
spectrum of the lateral superlattice, for a fixed value of
@/No=0. 05 (@'/NO=5/4), is represented as a function
of potential modulation intensity, Vb, with Vb = Vb/2.
For this value of magnetic Aux, in the Landau regime the
inner structure of each Landau band shows five inner
bands, while in the Onsager regime only four. We ob-
serve that the highest band (bands) of the inner structure
of each Landau band for the weak modulation limit is
(are) split off toward the respective higher bands with in-
creasing modulation strength. It turns out to be evident
that in the crossover regime one still has self-similar spec-
tra, but that highly distorted butterflies touch each other.
This crossover occurs in the range when the Landau
quantization energy (in our case N/@0=0. 05 corre-
sponds to fico, =89 meV) is of the order of the potential
modulation. The range of the crossover regime is quite
wide and, should be strongly dependent on the potential
modulation profile. We also notice that, with increasing
Vb, the middle gap is narrowed, approaching the limit of
the spectra of an uncoupled band.
The main results of the present work can be summa-
rized as follows. We developed a model that shows,
within the same framework, the evolution of the electron-
ic spectra of lateral superlattices as a function of a per-
pendicular magnetic field, ranging from weak to strong
potential modulation. Hofstadter li ke spectra, fo-r the
lower lying electronic bands, could be identified in every
modulation strength regime. The approach used made it
possible to clarify the crossover between weak modulation
(Landau regime) and strong modulation (Onsager regime)
limits, at least for the lowest bands of the electronic
structure of these periodic systems. Based on the general
behavior of the electronic spectra shown here, we can
infer that our main results are qualitatively independent
of the actual distance between antidots, as well as from
the size of the basis (the number of sites of the lateral su-
perlattice unit cell) to describe the homogeneous (no
modulation) plane and also from the intensity of magnet-
ic fields. The parameters used a'=100 A, and modula-
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tion up to Vb =0.5 eV can be changed to a'= 1000 A and
V&=1.0 eV within reasonable computing cost ranges.
Enlarging the number of sites describing the lateral su-
perlattice unit cell increases the range for describing the
antidot profile, and will make it possible to predict the
conditions for experimental observation of these eff'ects.
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